PRODUCTION OF SALEABLE MINERALS = NIL.

Production has been non-existent due to a number of reasons.

1) LACK OF MACHINERY.
The original alluvial plant which I set up was burnt out (Trommel, Pumps etc.) while no one was one the lease and as I have no tin Quota I decided to do more feasibility studies.

2) Once again my plans were upset as upon my return to the claim I found all my tools had been carried off by some person who apparently needed exercise, (shovels, picks, bars, sieves, and pumps etc.) however I did manage some costeans and general prospecting which brought to light some interesting highlights as to the efficiency of the work done by the Chinese on the field.

RESULTS OF FEASIBILITY STUDIES.

Tests done in several areas show quite good alluvial tin with a little gold. Nothing to get excited about, although it would not interest a large company. It would bring in quite a good return for a person such as myself.

Employment.

One (1) other person and myself. Costeansing and general prospecting.

1984-85 PERIOD.

Due to periodic fires and light handed gentlemen, I have found that I have to reassess my methods. My intentions are to change from a Trommel based scheme to a Sump Dredge operation which I am at present doing a valuation on. My final plans should involve a dam and settling ponds. The main problem at the present time is access as the present road leading to my access track has deteriorated to an almost unrepairable condition.
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